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Abstract
The mathematical modeling of open-switch faults in two-level machine-side converters and the fault-tolerant current control of
isotropic permanent-magnet synchronous generators are discussed. The proposed converter model is generic for any open-switch
fault and independent of the operation mode of the electrical machine. The proposed fault-tolerant current control system gives
improved control performance and reduced torque ripple under open-switch faults by (i) modifying the anti-windup strategy, (ii)
adapting the space-vector modulation scheme and (iii) by injecting additional reference currents. The theoretical derivations of
model and control are validated by comparative simulation and measurement results.
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NOTATION
N,R,C: natural, real and complex numbers. R>α := (α,∞), (R≥α := [α,∞)): real numbers greater than (and equal to)
α ∈ R. <(s),=(s) ∈ R: real, imaginary part of s ∈ C. x := (x1, . . . , xn)> ∈ Rn: column vector, n ∈ N where ‘>’ and
‘:=’ mean ‘transposed’ and ‘is defined as’. diag(a1, . . . , an) ∈ Rn×n: diagonal matrix with entries a1, . . . , an ∈ R, n ∈ N.
In := diag(1, . . . , 1) ∈ Rn×n: identity matrix. On×p ∈ Rn×p: zero matrix, n, p ∈ N. ξ (#1)=
(#2)
ζ: equivalence of ξ and ζ
follows by invoking Eq. (#1) and Eq. (#2). x ∈ Rn (in X)n: physical quantity x where each of the n elements has SI-unit X.
mod (x, y): remainder of the division x/y, x ∈ R, y ∈ R\{0}. atan2: R2 → [−pi, pi), (x, y)→ atan2(y, x) is the extension
of the inverse tangent function to a whole circle. T c = 23
[
1 − 1
2
− 1
2
0
√
3
2
−
√
3
2
]
and T−1c = 32
[
2
3
0
− 1
3
√
3
3
− 1
3
−
√
3
3
]
: Clarke and inverse Clarke
transformation matrix. T p(φ) =
[
cos(φ) − sin(φ)
sin(φ) cos(φ)
]
= T p(−φ)−1: Park transformation matrix. J =
[
0 −1
1 0
]
: rotation matrix.
I. INTRODUCTION
Open-switch faults in converters for electric drives have gained increasing attention in the last years. Especially, the detection
of faults in the converter and the identification of the faulty switch have been the focus of research. Various detection methods
have been presented [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] and, hence, fault detection is not the topic of this paper.
In particular in off-shore wind turbine systems, it is desirable to continue their operation even in presence of open-switch
faults in the machine-side converter. However, the faulty converter causes increased losses and oscillations in the torque which
harm the mechanical components and the generator of the wind turbine [9]. To analyze the impact of open-switch faults, a
model of the faulty converter has been proposed in [10], [11], [12]. The model determines the phase voltages of the electric
machine connected to the faulty converter by using so called pole voltages of the converter. If there is an open-switch fault
in one of the switching devices, a deviation in the pole voltage of the respective phase occurs which affects all three phase
voltages. The pole voltages are, however, a rather unintuitive quantity compared to, for example, the switching state of the
power electronic devices or the phase voltages of the machine. Moreover, the use of pole voltages in simulations makes the
converter model unnecessarily complicated.
To ensure a safe and uninterrupted operation of the electrical drive, a fault-tolerant control strategy has to be implemented.
In [13], [14], [15], [16], a modified space vector modulation (SVM) is proposed for two-level converters. These contributions
adapt the switching patterns and replace those space vectors which cannot be applied due to the open-switch fault. However,
these papers do neither consider optimal phase shift angles between applied voltage and current vector nor adapt their current
controllers to the post-fault operation, although – as will be shown later – these measures additionally and significantly improve
the overall control performance.
For three-level converters using NPC or T-type configurations the redundancy in the switching states can be used to
compensate for the infeasible switching states and to generate the desired voltage output nevertheless, see [3], [5], [17],
[18]. In addition, [18] proposes to inject an additional d-axis current to shift the phase angle between reference voltage and
current to 0◦ if an open-switch fault occurs in one of the outer switches. This helps to avoid infeasible switching states, and
therefore reduces the current distortion in the faulty phase of the generator. However, the use of redundant switching vectors
can not be used for two-level converters, since there is no sufficient redundancy in the available switching states. The impact of
an open switch fault reduces the feasible voltage area in the voltage hexagon of a two-level converter significantly. Moreover,
in [3], [5], [17], [18], the current control system and its impact on the control performance during faults are not discussed in
detail.
[19] proposes to consider converters with open-switch faults as three-switch three-phase rectifiers (all upper or lower switches
are assumed to be simply diodes). It investigates the possible avoidance of infeasible zero switching vectors in space vector
modulation (SVM). To achieve a minimal current distortion, a phase shift of 180◦ between current and voltage vector is
proposed. This phase shift is achieved by injecting an appropriate d-current. Further investigations in this paper will show,
that, for the considered PMSM, 180◦ is not the optimal phase shift angle to guarantee a minimal current distortion. Moreover,
in [19], the impact of the open-switch fault on the control performance of the current controller (such as windup effects) is
neither addressed nor tackled, and a generic converter model covering open-switch faults for e.g. simulation purposes is not
provided.
Another possibility to ensure a continued operation of the electric machine is the use of fault-tolerant converter configurations.
Different topologies and methods to control faulty converters are described in [19], [20], [21], [22]. For example, in case of
open-switch faults, a fourth inverter leg can be used, or the neutral point of the machine can be connected to the midpoint of
the DC bus. Both solutions can compensate for the loss of the phase with the faulty switch. However, additional and costly
hardware components or reconfigurations are required in contrast to standard converter configurations.
In this paper, a fault-tolerant current control system for PMSM-based wind turbine systems is proposed where the machine-
side two-level converter exhibits open-switch faults. The proposed control system does not require any hardware modifications
2
and is easy to implement, since the required extensions to the standard control system are straightforward and non-complex.
Furthermore, a generic mathematical (phase) model of the faulty converter is proposed. The model relies on the switching
states of the upper (or lower) switches and determines the phase voltages of the generator depending on the sign (direction)
of the current in the faulty phase. Therefore, this model can be implemented quickly and efficiently. It is simple and easy
to understand and allows very precise simulations which give almost identical results as the conducted experiments in the
laboratory. Based on this precise but simple model, the impacts of the open-switch fault on the current control performance
of a standard field-oriented control system are analyzed and a fault-tolerant control system is proposed. The proposed control
system combines different modifications like (i) an improved anti-windup strategy, (ii) a modified SVM and (iii) an optimal
d-axis current reference bringing the phase angle between voltage and current in the generator to an optimal value (which is
neither 180◦ nor 0◦ for the considered machine). All modifications and their positive effects on the control performance under
open-switch faults are discussed in detail. The effectiveness of the proposed modifications is finally illustrated and validated
by comparative simulation and measurement results.
II. MODELLING
In this section, the models of the permanent-magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) and the machine-side inverter/converter
with open-switch faults are introduced. The models are derived in the generic three-phase (a, b, c)-reference frame.
A. Model of PMSM
The three-phase stator voltages of an isotropic PMSM are given by [23, Example 14.24]
uabcs = Rsi
abc
s +
d
dtψ
abc
s (i
abc
s , φm) (1)
with stator voltage (vector) uabcs := (u
a
s , u
b
s , u
c
s)
> (in V)3, stator resistance Rs (in Ω), stator current (vector) i
abc
s :=
(ias , i
b
s , i
c
s)
> (in A)3 and stator flux linkage (vector) ψabcs := (ψ
a
s , ψ
b
s , ψ
c
s )
> (in V s)3. Note that the stator phase currents
sum up to zero (i.e. ias + i
b
s + i
c
s = 0) due to the star connection of the stator windings. The stator flux linkage
ψabcs (i
abc
s , φm) =
[
Ls,m + Ls,σ −
Ls,m
2
−
Ls,m
2
−
Ls,m
2
Ls,m + Ls,σ −
Ls,m
2
−
Ls,m
2
−
Ls,m
2
Ls,m + Ls,σ
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:L
abc
s
iabcs + ψˆpm
(
cos
(
np
(
φm + φpm
))
cos
(
np
(
φm + φpm
)
− 2
3
pi
)
cos
(
np
(
φm + φpm
)
− 4
3
pi
)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:ψ
abc
pm (φm)
, (2)
depends on the inductance matrix Labcs (in V sA )
3 with stator main inductance Ls,m & stator leakage inductance Ls,σ (both
in V sA ), stator currents i
abc
s and permanent-magnet (PM) flux linkage vector ψ
abc
pm with PM-flux linkage amplitude ψˆpm (in
V s), number np of pole pairs, machine (mechanical) angle φm :=
∫
ωm(τ)dτ (in rad) and (initial) angle φpm (in rad) of
the permanent magnet. Inserting (2) into (1) yields the current dynamics combined with the mechanical dynamics in the
(a, b, c)-reference frame (see Fig. 1) as follows
d
dti
abc
s (t) =
(
Labcs
)−1
uabcs (t)−Rsiabcs (t) + npωm(t)ψˆpm
(
sin
(
np
(
φm(t) + φpm
))
sin
(
np
(
φm(t) + φpm
)
− 2
3
pi
)
sin
(
np
(
φm(t) + φpm
)
− 4
3
pi
)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:−eabcs =−(eas ,ebs ,ecs )>

d
dtωm(t) =
1
Θ
(
mm
(
iabcs (t), φm(t)
)
+mt(t)
)
d
dtφm(t) = ωm(t),

(3)
with initial currents iabcs (0) = i
abc
s,0 (in A)
3, initial angular velocity ωm(0) = ωm,0 (in rads ), initial machine angle φm(0) = φm,0
(in rad), induced back-emf voltage vector eabcs = (e
a
s , e
b
s , e
c
s)
> (in V)3, total inertia Θ (in kg m2) of the drive train, machine
torque mm and turbine torque mt (both in N m). The machine torque mm can be computed as follows [23, Example 14.24]
mm(i
abc
s , φm) =
np
3
(
iabcs
)> [ 1 1 − √3 1 +√3
1 +
√
3 1 1 − √3
1 − √3 1 +√3 1
]
ψabcs (i
abc
s , φm) = −npψˆpm
(
i
a
s sin
(
np
(
φm(t) + φpm
))
i
b
s sin
(
np
(
φm(t) + φpm
)
− 2
3
pi
)
i
c
s sin
(
np
(
φm(t) + φpm
)
− 4
3
pi
)
)
. (4)
Remark II.1 (Field orientation). Aligning the synchronously rotating (d, q)-reference frame with the PM-flux linkage, i.e. ap-
plying the Clarke and Park transformation xk = T p(φk)
−1T cx
abc with φk =
∫
ωk + φpm and ωk = npωm to machine
3
udc Cdc
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Fig. 1: Back-to-back converter with permanent-magnet synchronous machine.
dynamics (3) and machine torque (4) yields the machine dynamics
d
dti
k
s (t) =
1
Ls
(
uks (t)−Rsiks (t)− ωk(t)LsJiks (t)− ωk(t)ψˆpm
(
0
1
))
, iks (0) = T
−1
p (φk(0))T ci
abc
s,0
d
dtωm(t) =
1
Θ
(
mm
(
iks (t)
)
+mt(t)
)
, ωm(0) = ωm,0
d
dtφm(t) = ωm(t) φm(0) = φm,0
 (5)
in the PM-flux linkage orientation (or, simply, field orientation; see e.g. [23, Chapter 14] or [24, Sect. 3.2.2]) with stator
voltages uks := (u
d
s , u
q
s )
> (in V)2, stator currents iks := (i
d
s , i
q
s ) (in A)
2, stator inductance Ls :=
3
2Ls,m + Ls,σ (in
V s
A ) and
flux linkage ψks := (ψ
d
s , ψ
q
s )
> (in V s)2, and the machine torque
mm(i
k
s ) =
3
2np(i
k
s )
>Jψks =
3
2npψˆpmi
q
s . (6)
B. Model of converter
1) Model of converter without faults: Figure 1 shows a back-to-back converter with permanent-magnet synchronous machine.
The output voltage of the machine-side converter is the stator voltage, given by [25]
uabcs (udc, s
abc
s ) =
udc
3
[
2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2
]
sabcs , (7)
and depends in the fault free case for a star-connected, symmetrical electrical machine only on the actual switching vector
sabcs = (s
a
s , s
b
s , s
c
s)
> and the actual dc-link voltage udc (in V). A ”1” in the switching vector s
abc
s means that the upper switch
is closed. A ”0” represents a closed lower switch. For example, a switching vector sabcs = (1, 1, 0)
> yields the closed switches
S1, S2, and S3 (S3 is open). Applying the Clarke transformation to (7) allows to transform u
abc
s to the two-dimensional stator
fixed (α, β)-reference frame as follows uss :=
(
uαs , u
β
s
)>
= T cu
abc
s .
2) Model of converter with one open-switch fault: At first, the model is derived for an open-switch fault in S1. Afterwards,
the generalization of the faulty converter model is presented. Without loss of generality, the open-switch fault is assumed to
appear in switch S1. Hence, switch S1 is always open independent of the switching vector s
abc
s of the converter. With this
fault present, the voltage uabcs does not solely depend on the dc-link voltage udc and the switching vector s
abc
s , but also on
the sign (direction) of the current ias in phase a. Figure 2(a) illustrates the different connection possibilities of the windings
of the electrical machine taking the sign of the current into account and whether the free-wheeling diode of S1 is conducting
or not (compare also with Fig. 1). The resulting (shifted) voltage hexagon for this case is shown in Fig. 2(b). The following
observations can be made:
• For ias = 0, the voltage vectors (see blue symbols) are shifted by ∆u
s
i
a
s =0
= − 13udc in negative a-direction (see
e.g. us110,ias =0 or u
s
101,i
a
s =0
in Fig. 2(b)). Normal operation is not feasible.
• For ias > 0, the voltage vectors (see magenta symbols) with a “1” for S1 are shifted by ∆u
s
i
a
s>0
= − 23udc in negative
a-direction (see e.g. us101,ias>0 or u
s
101,i
a
s>0
in Fig. 2(b)). Normal operation is not feasible.
• For ias < 0, the voltage vectors (see green symbols) are not shifted (see e.g. u
s
101,i
a
s<0
or us110,ias<0 in Fig. 2(b)). Normal
operation is feasible.
In Fig. 3, the feasible voltage areas in the voltage hexagon and the feasible voltage vectors uss for open-switch faults in S1
are shown depending on the direction of current ias . For i
a
s < 0, the full voltage hexagon can be used. For i
a
s = 0 or i
a
s > 0,
the feasible areas in the voltage hexagon become smaller. Most critical case occurs for ias > 0, where only the sectors III and
IV are feasible. Combining the observations above, the converter model (7) must be extended for an open-switch fault in S1
4
ias = 0 A:
C
ucs
ubs
B
uas
Audc
ias > 0 A:
A
uas
ias
C
ucs
ubs
B
udc
ias < 0 A:
A
uas
ias
B
ubs
ucs
C
udc
(a) Electrical equivalent circuit for sabcs = (1, 1, 0)
> .
a
b
c
α
β
2udc
3−2udc3
−2udc3
2udc
3 ∆usias=0
∆usias>0
us100,ias<0
us110,ias<0
us110,ias=0us110,ias>0
us111,ias>0
us101,ias>0 us101,ias=0
us101,ias<0
us100,ias=0u
s
111,ias=0
us111,ias<0
=us100,ias>0
=us000
(b) Voltage hexagon with shifted voltage vectors for all possible sabcs .
Fig. 2: Illustration of impact of open-switch fault in S1 on (a) electrical equivalent circuit of machine-side converter and PMSM (for
simplicity, the windings are shown as inductances) and on (b) voltage hexagon with shifted voltage vectors uss for i
a
s = 0 and i
a
s > 0.
a
b
c
α
β
2udc
3− 2udc3
− 2udc3
2udc
3
ias < 0A
ias = 0A
ias > 0A
III
IV
Fig. 3: Voltage hexagon with feasible sectors and voltage vectors under an open-switch fault in S1 depending on the current i
a
s .
as follows
uabcs =
udc
3

[
2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2
]
+

O3×3, if i
a
s < 0A−1 0 012 0 0
1
2
0 0
 , if ias = 0A
−2 0 01 0 0
1 0 0
 , if ias > 0A


︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:SS1
(i
a
s )
sabcs . (8)
The switching matrix SS1(i
a
s ) ∈ R3×3 exclusively models the converter for an open-switch fault in S1 and changes with
the direction of the phase current ias . Generalizing the observations above to an arbitrary open-switch fault in one of the six
switches S1, S2, S3, S1, S2 and S3, and introducing the negated switching vector
sabcs := 13 − sabcs where 13 := (1, 1, 1)>, (9)
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TABLE I: Complete model of a faulty converter with switching matrices Sy and Sz for faulty switches S1, S2, S3 and S1, S2, S3, resp.
Converter output phase voltage u
abc
s =
udc
3
Sy(i
x
s ) s
abc
s for faults in the upper switches
y = S1, x = a y = S2, x = b y = S3, x = c
Sy
(
i
x
s < 0A
)  2 −1 −1−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2
  2 −1 −1−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2
  2 −1 −1−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2

Sy
(
i
x
s = 0A
)  1 −1 −1− 12 2 −1
− 1
2
−1 2

 2 −
1
2
−1
−1 1 −1
−1 − 1
2
2

 2 −1 −
1
2
−1 2 − 1
2
−1 −1 1

Sy
(
i
x
s > 0A
) 0 −1 −10 2 −1
0 −1 2
  2 0 −1−1 0 −1
−1 0 2
  2 −1 0−1 2 0
−1 −1 0

Converter output phase voltage u
abc
s =
udc
3
Sz(i
x
s ) s
abc
s for faults in the lower switches
z = S1, x = a z = S2, x = b z = S3, x = c
Sz
(
i
x
s < 0A
) 0 1 10 −2 1
0 1 −2
 −2 0 11 0 1
1 0 −2
 −2 1 01 −2 0
1 1 0

Sz
(
i
x
s = 0A
) −1 1 112 −2 1
1
2
1 −2

−2
1
2
1
1 −1 1
1 1
2
−2

−2 1
1
2
1 −2 1
2
1 1 −1

Sz
(
i
x
s > 0A
) −2 1 11 −2 1
1 1 −2
 −2 1 11 −2 1
1 1 −2
 −2 1 11 −2 1
1 1 −2

leads to different switching matrices Sy(i
x
s ) and Sz(i
x
s ) with x ∈ {a, b, c}, y ∈ {S1, S2, S3} and z ∈ {S1, S2, S3},
respectively. Finally, the switching matrices for all possible faults in the six switches S1, S2, S3, S1, S2 and S3 and the
respective phase current directions are collected in Table I (details are omitted due to space limitations).
III. CURRENT CONTROL SYSTEM
PI controllers and field-oriented control are a common choice for the current control system in electrical drives (see [26,
Sect. 14.6] or [24, Sect. 3.2.2]). In most cases, the PI controllers are equipped with an anti-windup strategy and cross-coupling
feedforward compensation terms to compensate for the cross-coupling between d− and q−currents. In this section, at first,
standard field-oriented control is briefly revisited. Afterwards, the crucial modifications to improve the control performance
under open-switch faults are proposed. The impact of an open-switch fault on the standard control system and the improvements
achieved by the proposed fault-tolerant control system are illustrated and analyzed in simulations (see Sect. III-A5 and
Sect. III-B, resp.). Finally, the simulation results are validated by comparative measurement results in Sect. IV.
A. Standard control system (field-oriented control)
In Fig. 4, the block diagram of the standard control system consisting of 1) PI controllers with anti wind-up, 2) cross-coupling
feedforward compensation, 3) reference voltage saturation and 4) modulation is depicted. In the following subsections, each
block will be explained briefly.
1) PI controllers with anti-windup: The PI controllers weight and integrate the current control error
ekis(t) :=
(
e
d
is
(t)
e
q
is
(t)
)
:=
(
i
d
s,ref (t) − i
d
s (t)
i
q
s,ref (t) − i
q
s (t)
)
, (10)
defined as the difference between reference currents (coming e.g. from outer control loops) and the actual currents. Output
uks,PI = (u
d
s,PI, u
q
s,PI)
> and dynamics of integrator ξki = (ξ
d
i , ξ
q
i )
> of the PI controllers with anti-windup decision function
faw(·) are as follows
uks,PI(t) =
[
k
d
p 0
0 k
q
p
]
ekis(t) +
[
k
d
i 0
0 k
q
i
]
ξki (t)
d
dtξ
k
i (t) = faw
(
uˆs,ref(t)
) · ekis(t), ξki (0) = 02.
}
(11)
with proportional and integral controller gains kdp & k
q
p and k
d
i & k
q
i , respectively. For example, a model-based tuning is
according to the magnitude optimum (see e.g. [25]) which leads the following controller gains kdp = k
q
p =
Lsfsw
3 and k
d
i =
kqi =
Rsfsw
3 where fsw (in Hz) is switching frequency of the converter/inverter. Any other reasonable tuning rule might also
be applicable. The anti-windup decision function
faw
(
uˆs,ref
)
:=
{
1 , if uˆs,ref ≤ uˆmax(udc, θ′)
0 , else
(12)
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Fig. 4: Standard control system (field-oriented control): PI controllers with anti-windup, cross-coupling feedforward compensation and
reference voltage saturation.
enables or disables integration of the integral control action (i.e. conditional integration, for more details see [23, Sect. 10.4.1]),
if the applied reference voltage vector amplitude uˆs,ref (in V), defined by
uˆs,ref :=
√(
uαs,ref
)2
+
(
uβs,ref
)2
where uss,ref :=
(
u
α
s,ref
u
β
s,ref
)
:= T p(φk)
(
uks,PI − uks,comp
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=u
k
s,ref
, (13)
exceeds the maximally available voltage amplitude uˆmax (in V), given by
uˆmax(udc, θ
′) :=
√
3
sin(θ
′
)+
√
3 cos(θ
′
)︸ ︷︷ ︸√
3
2 ≤ · ≤1
· 23udc ≤ 23udc where θ′ := mod
(
atan2(uβs,ref , u
α
s,ref)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:θ
, pi3
) ∈ [0, pi3 ), (14)
within the full (fault-free) voltage hexagon (see Fig. 2(b)). The maximally available amplitude uˆmax of the converter depends
on the voltage reference angle θ (in rad) and the DC-link voltage. Note that uˆmax varies inside the voltage hexagon. It is larger
for θ = 0◦ or θ = 60◦ (maximum voltage amplitude uˆmax(udc, 0) = 23udc) than for θ = 30
◦ (minimum voltage amplitude
uˆmax(udc, pi/6) =
1√
3
udc). Invoking trigonometric identities leads to the expression of uˆmax in (14) by only considering the
first sector of the voltage hexagon, i.e. θ = θ′ ∈ [0◦, 60◦). Note that, in the first sector, θ′ coincides with θ. Then, by using
the auxiliary phase angle θ′ as defined in (14), the generalized formula for the available amplitude uˆmax is obtained for all
other sectors of the voltage hexagon.
2) Cross-coupling feedforward compensation: The compensation of cross-coupling terms in the current dynamics (5) is
realized by the following feedforward control action
uks,comp(t) :=
(
u
d
s,comp(t)
u
q
s,comp(t)
)
:= −ωk(t)LsJiks (t)− ωk(t)ψˆpm
(
0
1
)
=
(
ωk(t)Lsi
q
s (t)
−ωk(t)Lsi
d
s (t) − ωk(t)ψˆpm
)
, (15)
which (at least in steady state) cancels out the influence of the q-terms on the d-current dynamics and vice versa (cf. (5) in
Sect. II-A).
3) Reference voltage saturation: To avoid undesirable and infeasible output voltages of converter by applying physically
infeasible voltage reference vectors, the computed reference voltage vector uss,ref as in (13) is saturated if necessary as follows
uss,ref,sat(t) =
{
uss,ref(t) , if uˆs,ref(t) ≤ uˆmax(t)
uˆmax(t)
(
cos
(
θ(t)
)
sin
(
θ(t)
)
)
, else.
(16)
Note that the reference voltage saturation does only alter the length of the voltage vector not its direction.
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4) Space-vector modulation: To generate the switching sequence and, in particular, the switching vector sabcs based on the
saturated reference voltage uss,ref,sat, a symmetrical space vector modulation (SVM) is used in this paper (cf. [26, Chap. 14]
or [24, Sect. 2.4.1]). The boundary (adjacent) space vectors of the respective sector and, usually, both zero vectors u000 and
u111 are applied to approximate the reference voltage vector u
s
s,ref,sat over one switching period Tsw = 1/fsw (in s). To do
so, Tsw is divided into three time intervals: T1 for the first non-zero vector, T2 for the second non-zero vector and T0 for the
zero vectors such that T1 + T2 + T0 = Tsw (see Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 6(a)). If the voltage reference vector is not saturated (cf.
Sect. III-A3), this will lead—depending on the implementation of the SVM—e.g. to a negative time for T0, which will cause
strange behaviour of the SVM.
5) Control performance of standard control system under an open-switch fault in S1 (phase a): To have a measure to
evaluate the control performance of the standard and the fault-tolerant control systems, the total harmonic distortion (THD) is
used. The total harmonic distortion THDias (in %) of e.g. the phase current i
a
s can be computed as follows [27]
THDias :=
√∑∞
n=2(I
a
n)
2
I
a
1
≥ 0, (17)
where Ia1 and I
a
n (both in A) are the rms values
1 of the fundamental and the n-th harmonic current component, respectively.
Figure 10(a) shows the control performance of the standard control system (as in Fig. 4) under an open-switch fault in S1
(phase a). The upper subplot illustrates reference (ids,ref & i
q
s,ref ) and actuals currents (i
d
s & i
q
s ) in the (d, q)-reference frame,
whereas the lower subplot shows the phase currents ias , i
b
s and i
c
s over time. It can be clearly seen, that the current i
a
s of phase
a is sinusoidal for the negative half-wave, but non-sinusoidal (close to zero) for the positive half-wave. This deviation leads to
non-constant (as usually expected) currents ids and i
q
s which significantly differ from their respective reference values i
d
s,ref and
iqs,ref for (almost) all time. The current i
q
s tends to zero during the non-existing positive half-wave of i
a
s . Moreover, even for the
negative (correct) half-wave of ias , the current i
q
s is not capable of tracking its reference i
q
s,ref . In particular, the non-constant
and nonlinearly oscillating evolution of iqs leads to noticeable torque ripples. The non-zero current i
d
s does not contribute to
the torque (recall (6)) but increases copper losses in the machine. In conclusion, the standard control system performance is
not acceptable and must be improved to allow for a safe and uninterrupted operation of the wind turbine system.
B. Proposed fault-tolerant control system (modified field-oriented control)
As illustrated in Fig. 10(a), the standard control system performance is poor and not acceptable when an open-swich fault is
present. Without altering the hardware or the principle control system, three (software) modification are proposed to improve
the control performance of the wind turbine system under open-switch faults in one phase. The three modifications are: 1)
Extension of the anti-windup strategy, 2) Modification of the SVM and 3) Torque ripple minimization by injecting an optimal
d-current. Each modification is explained in detail and its positive effect on the control performance of the fault-tolerant control
system is illustrated by simulation results. Later, in Sect. IV, these modifications are implemented on a laboratory test bench
and their effectiveness is validated by measurements. The block diagram of the improved and fault-tolerant control system is
depicted in Fig. 5. The modifications are highlighted in blue.
1) Extension of anti-windup strategy: To improve the control performance under faults, in a first step, the anti-windup
strategy (12) of the PI current controllers (11) is modified. The overshoots in the q-current during the open-switch fault in S1
(recall Fig. 10(a)) are—at least partly—due to windup of the integral control action of the PI controllers during the positive
(almost zero) half-wave of ias . To avoid this windup, an additional condition considering the current direction (see Fig. 5) must
be introduced which leads to the extended anti-windup decision function
f?aw
(
uˆs,ref , i
a
s
)
:=
{
1 , if uˆs,ref ≤ uˆmax(udc, θ′) AND ias < ıˆaw < 0
0 , else
(18)
for open-switch faults in S1 (phase a), which replaces faw(·) in (11). The constant ıˆaw < 0 (in A) represents the maximally
admissible anti-windup current and should be chosen negative to account for the chattering of the phase current ias around
zero (recall Fig. 10(a)). Note that, for any other faulty phase with open-switch fault in S2 (or S3), the respective phase current
direction of ibs (or i
c
s) must be considered in (18) instead of i
a
s .
In Fig. 10(b), the improved control system performance due to the extended anti-windup strategy (18) is shown. The abc-
currents (lower subplot) do not alter much (almost no improvement is visible) and the THD reduces slightly to THDias = 41.4 %.
But the tracking performance of the currents ids and, in particular, i
q
s is improved substantially. During the positive (almost
zero) half-wave of ias , both currents still do not perfectly track their references; but during the negative half-wave of i
a
s , both
currents are capable of (almost) asymptotic reference tracking. Especially, the current ripple in the q-current is drastically
reduced during the negative half-wave of ias .
1The root mean square (rms) value is defined by I :=
√
1
T
∫ t
t−T i(τ)
2
dτ with fundamental period T = 1/f of the current i(·).
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i
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s
i
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s,ref
e
q
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×
k
q
i
k
q
p
−
u
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q
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d
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u
k
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Fig. 5: Fault-tolerant control system (modified field-oriented control; changes in blue) for an open-switch fault in S1 (phase a): PI controllers
with improved anti-windup, cross-coupling feedforward compensation and reference voltage saturation.
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Fig. 6: Switching patterns to generate a voltage reference vector uss,ref in sector III by a linear combination of the space vectors u
s
010, u
s
011
and (a) both zero vectors us000 and u
s
111, (b) only the zero vector u
s
000.
2) Modification of SVM (flat-top modulation): The second step to improve the control performance during open-switch
faults is the modification of the space-vector modulation. Note that any open-switch fault in one of the upper switches (i.e. S1,
S2 or S3) leads to a shifted zero vector u
s
111 (for i
a
s ≥ 0, see Fig. 2(b)); whereas any open-switch fault in one of the lower
switches (i.e. S1, S2 or S3) shifts the other zero vector u
s
000. Hence, one of the zero vectors is not zero any more. Then, using
flat-top modulation allows to use only the non-shifted zero vector (cf. [26, Chap. 14.6], [28]). For example, for an open-switch
fault in S1, S2 or S3, only the zero vector u
s
000 is applied (see Fig. 6(b)). For faults in S1, S3 or S2 only the zero vector u
s
111
is used. In Fig. 10(c) the positive effect of the flat-top modulation on the control performance and the THD of ias is illustrated.
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◦.
The upper subplots show the d and q currents and their references, whereas the lower subplot depicts the abc-currents for the
modified control system with extended anti-windup and modified SVM. Clearly, the intervals where ias ≈ 0 A are significantly
shorter. Moreover, positive and almost sinusoidal ias currents are feasible again due to the modified SVM. So, the THD value
is drastically reduced to THDias = 19.5 % and the tracking control performances of the currents i
d
s and i
q
s are improved as
well.
3) Injection of optimal d-current: The last improvement is to inject an optimal (additional) d-current to minimize the THD
of the faulty phase even further. In the following, an open-switch fault in S1 is considered. For other open-switch faults, the
modifications are straight forward. As discussed in Sect. II-B2, for a fault in S1 and i
a
s ≥ 0, the output voltages that can be
provided by the faulty converter are limited. For e.g. ias > 0, only voltage vectors from the sectors III and IV are feasible (see
Fig. 3). The principle idea of the optimal d-current injection is to generate auxiliary reference voltage vectors within those two
feasible sectors as long as possible. The goal is to determine an optimal phase shift ϕ0 (in rad or
◦) between stator current iss
and reference voltage uss,ref .
To illustrate the idea, in Fig. 7, the phase shifts ϕ0 = 150
◦ and ϕ0 = 210
◦ are shown for two time instants t0 and t1 where
iss(t0) and i
s
s(t1) are located on the negative and positive β-axis, respectively. Note that, if the phase current i
a
s is non-negative,
the stator current space vector iss is located in the right half-plane (see Fig. 7). More precisely, at t0 with i
a
s (t0) = 0 (i
a
s
becomes positive thereafter), iss lies on the negative β-axis; whereas, at t1 with i
a
s (t1) = 0 (i
a
s becomes negative afterwards),
iss is aligned with the positive β-axis. Clearly, within the interval [t0, t1], the current moves by 180
◦ and, optimally, the
corresponding stator voltage reference space vector uss,ref should be within the sectors III and IV as long as possible in order
to apply feasible and correct voltages to the generator. However, as these two sectors represent only span over 120◦, it is not
possible to apply the correct voltages during the whole non-negative half-wave of ias during an open-switch fault in S1. During
the remaining 60◦, incorrect voltages will be applied by the faulty converter which affect the shape of the currents and cause
deviations from the desired sinusoidal waveform.
Depending on the phase shift ϕ0 between stator current and reference voltage, different parts of the non-negative half-wave
of ias are affected by the fault. For ϕ0 = 150
◦ (see Fig. 7(a)), uss,ref starts in sector II at time t0. So, for the first 60
◦ of the
current half-wave, incorrect voltages are applied to the generator. As soon as uss,ref enters sector III, the correct voltages can
be provided (even) by the faulty converter. When uss,ref is in the sectors III and IV, the correct voltages give rise to a sinusoidal
current. For ϕ0 = 210
◦ (see Fig. 7(b)), the behaviour is flipped: At time t0, u
s
s,ref starts already in the feasible sector III and,
hence, during the first 120◦ of the non-negative current half-wave, the correct voltages are applied. But, as soon as uss,ref enters
sector V, incorrect voltages are generated by the converter for the rest of the half-wave until time t1. Concluding, in order
to fully benefit from the two feasible voltage sectors III and IV, where the correct voltages can be generated for ias > 0, the
phase shift must be within the interval ϕ0 ∈
[
150◦, 210◦
]
. The observations above are also validated by the simulation results
presented in Fig. 8: For ϕ0 = 150
◦ (see Fig. 8(a)), during the first 60◦, the phase current ias jitters around zero. In contrast
to the last 120◦, where the desired sinusoidal characteristic is achieved. For ϕ0 = 210
◦ (see Fig. 8(b)), the phase current ias
exhibits a sinusoidal characteristic during the first 120◦, whereas, for the last 60◦, it is deteriorated.
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Fig. 8: Currents iks (with references) and i
abc
s for different phase shifts: (a) ϕ0 = 150
◦ and (b) ϕ0 = 210
◦.
Remark III.1. For a converter outputting power—e.g. for PMSMs in motor mode or for grid-side inverters in wind turbine
systems, solely phase shifts of ϕ0 ∈
(−90◦, 90◦) are feasible. Hence, it is not possible to benefit from the sectors III and IV.
The phase shift ϕ0 can be altered by the injection of a d-current which also changes the ratio between active power p (in
W) and reactive power q (in var), since
q = p · tan(ϕ0) where p = 32 (uks )>iks and q = 32 (uks )>Jiks (see e.g. [25]). (19)
Moreover, note that, due to (6), ids can be chosen independently of the desired torque. In order to derive an analytical expression
for the reference current ids,ref of the to-be-injected current i
d
s , the following assumption is imposed:
Assumption (A.1) The copper losses in the PMSM are negligible and its current dynamics are in steady state, i.e.
Rs ≈ 0 Ω and ddtiks = 02. (20)
Solving (5) (in steady state) for uks and inserting the result into (19) gives
npωm︸ ︷︷ ︸
ωk
[
Ls(i
d
s )
2 + Ls(i
q
s )
2 + ψˆpmi
d
s
]
=
[
Rs(i
d
s )
2 +Rs(i
q
s )
2 + npωmψˆpmi
q
s
]
tan(ϕ0),
which is a second-order polynomial in ids . Its root with the smaller amplitude is used as d-current reference
2, i.e.
ids,ref(i
q
s ) = − npωmψˆpm
2
(
npωmLs−Rs tan(ϕ0)
) +√ (npωmψˆpm)2
4
(
npωmLs−Rs tan(ϕ0)
)2 − (iqs )2 + npωmψˆpm iqs tan(ϕ0)
2
(
npωmLs−Rs tan(ϕ0)
)
= − npωmψˆpm
2
(
npωmLs−Rs tan(ϕ0)
) +√ (npωmψˆpm)2
4
(
npωmLs−Rs tan(ϕ0)
)2 − (iqs )2 + npωmψˆpm iqs tan(ϕ0)
1
(
npωmLs−Rs tan(ϕ0)
)
[Rs≈0]= − ψˆpm2Ls +
√
(
ψˆpm
2Ls
)2 − (iqs )2 + ψˆpmLs i
q
s tan(ϕ0). (21)
Hence, for large machines with Rs ≈ 0, the reference current ids,ref depends on the machine parameters Ls & ψˆpm, the current
iqs (or its reference i
q
s,ref ) and the desired phase angle ϕ0. There exists an optimal value for ϕ0 to minimize the THD of the
phase current ias . For the considered machine, the optimal value ϕ0,opt = ϕ0 = 197
◦ was found by iterative simulations: These
results are depicted in Fig. 9(a). Clearly, for other machines, the optimal value might be different.
Finally, in Fig. 10(d), the simulation results for the overall fault-tolerant control system with extended anti-windup, modified
SVM (flat-top modulation) and optimally injected d-current are shown. The upper subplot depicts the currents ids and i
q
s and
their reference values, whereas the lower subplot illustrates the shape of the abc-currents. The THD value for this scenario
is THDias = 9.4 %, which is clearly the lowest compared to the other simulation results in Figures 10(a), 10(b) and 10(c).
2The solution with − in front of the root would lead to a higher current magnitude.
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Fig. 9: THDias of phase current i
a
s for different phase angles ϕ0 ∈
[
150
◦
, 210
◦] and tracking of optimal phase angle ϕ0,opt = 197◦ under
open-switch fault in S1 (phase a).
Moreover, the reference tracking capability, in particular, of iqs is the best which implies that the torque ripples
3 are also
minimized (recall (6)) leading to less stress on the mechanical drive train. In Fig. 9(b), the tracking of the optimal phase angle
ϕ0,opt = 197
◦ by the actual phase angle ϕ0 is shown. Due to the remaining time periods, where the correct voltage vector
cannot be applied and the phase current is close to zero, the optimal phase angle cannot be achieved for all time.
Remark III.2 (Possible limitation of the d-current injection in wind turbine systems). Due to the current rating/limitation of
the machine-side converter, the additional injection of a d-current might not be feasible up to the rated torque of the isotropic
generator in wind turbine systems. Therefore, the uninterrupted operation of the wind turbine system under open-switch faults
might not be possible for all wind speeds unless the pitch control system is incorporated into the fault-tolerant control system.
The turbine torque (proportional to the wind speed and the pitch angle) must be decreased by changing the pitch angle such
that the current rating of the machine-side converter is not exceeded (for details see [25], [30, Chap. 8]).
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
In this section, implementation, experimental validation and comparison of simulation and measurement results are discussed.
Three experiments in the laboratory are conducted to
(E1) validate the accuracy of the proposed mathematical model (8) of the converter with open-switch fault (in S1) against a
real electrical drive system with open-switch fault;
(E2) verify the effectiveness of the proposed modifications (such as extension of the anti-windup strategy, flat-top modulation
and injection of an optimal d-current) on the generator control performance and to compare simulation and experimental
results; and
(E3) illustrate the impact of an occurring open-switch fault (after a fault-free interval) and then, step-by-step, the positive effect
of each proposed modification on the control performance of the laboratory electrical drive system.
A. Experimental setup and implementation
The measurements where conducted on a 10 kW laboratory test bench as depicted in Fig. 11. The anisotropic reluctance
synchronous machine (RSM) is speed-controlled (with underlying nonlinear current controllers [31]). The isotropic permanent-
magnet synchronous machine is used as generator and current-controlled as described in the previous sections. Both drives
are controlled by a dSPACE real-time system which applies the switching signals (switching vectors) to the respective
inverter/converter. Both converters are connected back-to-back. The PMSM converter is modified such that each upper and
lower switch can be addressed individually and allows to emulate open-switch faults. For all experiments, without loss of
generality, open-switch faults in S1 (phase a) were considered, simulated and emulated.
The implementation for simulations and measurements was performed using Matlab/Simulink. In Fig. 12, the block diagram
of the implementation is shown. The parameters of the laboratory setup are listed in Tab. II (where Θ = ΘRSM + ΘPMSM)
and coincide with those used for the simulations. Note that the measured currents were filtered (by an analogue filter in the
converter) and, then, sampled with the switching frequency; whereas the simulated currents were not filtered.
B. Discussion of experiments
1) Experiment (E1): The simulation and measurement scenario of this experiment is as follows: The PMSM-side converter
emulates an open-switch fault in S1 and the standard control system (as described in Sect. III-A) was implemented. Simulation
3Note that if the produced generator torque in wind turbine systems does not equal its reference value, wind turbine efficiency and power production are
reduced [29].
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(a) Standard control performance: THDias = 41.8%.
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(b) Improved control performance (in particular for iqs ) due to
extended anti-windup (18): THDias = 41.4%.
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(c) Improved control performance due to extended anti-windup (18)
and modified SVM (flat-top modulation): THDias = 19.5%.
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(d) Improved control performance due to extended anti-
windup (18), modified SVM (flat-top modulation) and d-current
injection: THDias = 9.4%.
Fig. 10: Comparative control system performance under open-switch fault in S1 (phase a).
A
B1 B2
C
D1 D2E
Fig. 11: Laboratory test bench with dSPACE real-time system (A), voltage-source inverters (B1) and (B2) connected back-to-back, Host-PC
(C), reluctance synchronous machine (RSM; D1) and permanent-magnet synchronous machine (PMSM; D2), and torque sensor (E).
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TABLE II: Simulation and measurement data.
Description Symbol Value and unit
Simulation parameters
ODE-Solver (fixed-step) Runge-Kutta (ode4)
sampling time h 1 µs
Converter
DC-link voltage udc 565 V
switching frequency fsw 8 kHz
Permanent-magnet synchronous machine (generator, isotropic)
stator resistance Rs 0.11 Ω
stator inductance Ls 3.35 mH
PM-flux linkage ψˆpm 0.377 V s
number of pole pairs np 3
machine inertia ΘPMSM 163 · 10−4 kg m2
Reluctance synchronous machine (anisotropic)
stator resistance Rs 0.4 Ω
stator inductances Lds 6= Lqs nonlinear (see [32, Fig. 2])
number of pole pairs np 2
machine inertia ΘRSM 189 · 10−4 kg m2
Current control system of PMSM
PI controller gains kdp = k
q
p 8.93
V
A
k
d
i = k
q
i 293.3
V
A s
maximum anti-windup current ıˆaw −1 A
Implementation of control system in Matlab/Simulink and dSpace real-time system
System model in Matlab/Simulink or laboratory hardware
i
k
s,ref
−
current PI controllers
with anti-windup
(see Fig. 4 & Fig. 5)
− uks,ref dq
αβ
uˆmax(udc, θ
′
)
u
s
s,ref u
s
s,ref,sat αβ
abc
space-vector
modulation
u
abc
s,ref,sat
converter
(8)
s
abc
s
udc
PMSM
(3)
u
abc
s
mt
dq
abc
i
abc
s
i
k
s
u
k
s,comp
φk = npφm
Fig. 12: Block diagram of the implementation of SVM, converter with open-switch fault in S1, PMSM and current control system in
Matlab/Simulink and on the dSPACE real-time system.
and measurement results of Experiment (E1) are shown in Fig. 13(a). The measured quantities are labeled with the additional
subscript “meas”. Obviously, simulation and measurement results match very closely. Hence, the proposed mathematical
model (8) is valid and allows to simulate the behavior of the real system precisely. Note that, due to the smaller power
rating of the RSM, the speed controller for the RSM is not capable to compensate for the large torque/current ripples induced
by the faulty PMSM-converter.
2) Experiment (E2): For this experiment, again an open-switch fault in S1 (phase a of the PMSM) is emulated; but this
time, the fault-tolerant control system (extended field-oriented control, as proposed in Sect. III-B) with extended anti-windup,
flat-top modulation and optimal ids -injection (with ϕ0 = 197
◦) is implemented for simulation and measurement. Figure 13(b)
shows the comparative simulation and measurement results. Again, simulation and measurement results match very closely.
Moreover, also the THD-values THDias = 9.4 % and THDias ,meas = 10.6 % are almost identical. In conclusion, the proposed
modifications are also effective in real world and the outcomes of the theoretical and simulative analysis in Sect. III-B are
confirmed.
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(a) Experiment (E1): Comparison of simulation and measure-
ment results for standard control system: THDias = 41.8%
(simulation) vs. THDias ,meas = 45.4% (measurement).
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(b) Experiment (E2): Comparison of simulation and measure-
ment results for fault-tolerant control system: THDias = 9.4%
(simulation) vs. THDias ,meas = 10.6% (measurement).
Fig. 13: Comparison of simulation and measurement results for standard control system and fault-tolerant control system with extended
anti-windup, modified SVM (flat-top modulation) and optimally injected d-current.
3) Experiment (E3): During the last experiment, the measurement scenario comprises a sequence of events (see Fig. 14)
which are:
• 1. time interval: Standard control system (without open-switch fault/fault-free case);
• 2. time interval: Standard control system under open-switch fault in S1;
• 3. time interval: Standard control system with extended anti-windup under open-switch fault in S1;
• 4. time interval: Standard control system with extended anti-windup and modified SVM (flat-top modulation) under
open-switch fault in S1
• 5. time interval: Fault-tolerant control system with extended anti-windup, modified SVM (flat-top modulation) and optimal
d-current injection under open-switch fault in S1.
The measurement results are shown in Fig. 14. First and second subplots show the measured d-currents ids & i
q
s with their
references ids,ref & i
q
s,ref , and the phase current i
a
s with its reference i
a
s,ref , respectively. The third subplot shows the rotational
speed and its reference. As soon as the open-switch fault in S1 occurs, the currents i
d
s and i
q
s start to oscillate within a band
of 35 A. The phase current ias cannot track its reference, since positive half-waves cannot be reproduced. The resulting torque
ripples in the PMSM deteriorate the speed control of the RSM and the rotational speed begins to oscillate with an amplitude of
roughly 10 rads . After the extended anti-windup strategy is enabled, the band of the current speed oscillations decreases slightly
and the phase current ias can roughly track the negative reference half-waves again. The additional use of the modified SVM
(flat-top modulation) reduces the oscillation band further and more significantly and improves the current tracking capability
further. Note that iqs does not approach zero anymore. Finally, enabling the optimal i
d
s -injection achieves that i
d
s can again track
the current reference iqs,ref with only very small ripples. Due to the optimal d-current injection, i
d
s is still oscillating around
its reference value within a band of 13 A and the resulting magnitude of the phase current ias is increased by approximately
17, 9% to 29.5 A. But the torque ripples are drastically reduced and the speed control performance is almost as good as it was
in the fault-free case.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a generic mathematical model of a two-level converter with open-switch faults has been derived. The output
voltages of the faulty converter can be computed based on switching vector, dc-link voltage and sign of the current in the phase
with the open-switch fault. The model holds for faults in each of the six switches. In a next step, the impact of an open-switch
fault on the current control system of isotropic permanent-magnet synchronous generators has been investigated. If the faulty
switch is known and the corresponding diode is still working properly, three easy-to-implement extension to the control system
have been proposed to improve fault-tolerance and control performance under faults. The three modifications reduce the THD
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Fig. 14: Experiment (E3): Measurement results for current control system during four different scenarios: (i) fault-free case, (ii) open-switch
fault in S1, (iii) with extended anti-windup, (iv) additionally with flat-top modulation and (v) additionally with optimal d-current
injection.
of the faulty phase current, the torque ripples and, therefore, the stress on the mechanical drive train. Moreover, a safe and
uninterrupted operation of the generator can be guaranteed. The proposed modifications are (i) extension of the anti wind-up
strategy in the current PI controllers, (ii) modification of the SVM (flat-top modulation) and (iii) injection of optimal d-currents.
All modifications have been explicitly illustrated and implemented for an open-switch fault in phase a; however, the generic
model and the provided descriptions allow to implement the modifications for any other open-switch fault in the converter.
Finally, comparative simulation and measurement results illustrate and validate (i) the accuracy of the proposed model of the
faulty converter and (ii) the effectiveness and functionality of the proposed modifications on a laboratory test bench.
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